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It's the little series that could: Indestructibles are innovative books built for the way babies read.

Printed on a unique, nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies throw at them,

Indestructibles are rip proof, chew proof, drool proof and gum proof. Theyâ€™re 100% baby

safeâ€•and theyâ€™re washable. When a book gets dirty, just throw it in the dishwasher or washing

machine, and voilÃ , the book is back and ready for more.  Featuring the second set of titles by Kate

Merritt, whose distinctive and colorful collage illustrations are as adorable to parents as they are to

babies, here is a new Indestructibles that is a joy to read aloud. Baby Night-Night makes the

bedtime ritualâ€•putting on pajamas, reading a story, and the good-night kissâ€•a special time for

parents and children. Simple, engaging text encourages language development, and each spread is

filled with sweet details.
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Bought this book at Target and loved that it's 'Indestructible'. My 8 month old has chewed and

crumpled this book and it still hasn't been wrecked. I was so happy with it that I bought Baby

Peekaboo at Target also. As I was ordering something else thru  I decided to order 6 more of these

books. SO disappointed!! The other six I bought have NO story or words. Just pictures. Then when I

read on , it does say that the nursery rhyme is printed on back. Not a fan of that. I honestly would



not have bough those had I known there were no words or story. We have the 2 mentioned above,

along with Baby Faces, Hey Diddle Diddle, Baby Babble, Wiggle March, Mama and Baby, and

Creep Crawl. If I was buying agin I would get Baby Night Night, Peekaboo Baby and Baby Babble.

The rest were not what I was expecting.

I bought this for my 7 month old son. When it arrived, I was immediately disappointed! It felt very

cheap and was not at all what I imagined... that being said, my baby LOVES it! The material which I

thought was "cheap" really does seem to be indestructible! He rips at, crumples it, chews on it,

throws it, etc...it is still very much in tact and he still loves it several months later. I would definitely

recommend!

I love these books and so does my daughter. They really do seem to be indestructible! The

illustrations are really cute and the children featured are diverse. They're great for pointing out daily

life objects and talking about new words. They're awesome for the car and to carry in the diaper bag

since they're super light weight. I have washed them in warm soapy water to reshape them and let

them air out and they came out perfect. I've purchased several different ones. Love them!

These books are wonderful and my 9 month old grandson chews on them, wads them up, loves to

make the crinkle sound with the pages and sleeps with a couple of the books nearby! They make

great gifts and are easy to mail. I want my grandson to live books and these are a great introduction

to the wonderful world of books!

I ordered 2 of these books (Baby Night-Night & Baby Peek-a-Boo) for my baby granddaughter. She

loves these books! She sucks & chews on them- she crumples them- she throws them- with no

negative effect! They do seem to be indestructible & they are very easy to clean. The illustrations

are wonderful- very appealing with wonderful hues of bright & appealing colors. I am an artist and

love children's books & I truly love these and highly recommend them for babies and young

toddlers.

Daughter loves this book! (along with the a few others i bought). It really is

INDESTRUCTIBLE...lasted through....drool, bites, attempts to tear/rip, and folds. Of course you'll

see the wrinkles BUT thats nothing compared to a torn book. Will definitely purchase more of the

series!



My 16 month old actually likes this book. The images are bright and the book is of great quality. It's

paper thin so you can tuck it, fold it or roll it up and toss in just about anything! Great concept and

my little one approves!

I own every book in this "series" and some are going on 4 years old. My youngest loves taking them

in the tub, chewing on them and crumbling them up but they are truly indestructible. Although I do

wish they all had words, especially the ones that depict the popular children's tales, despite that

they are still great, attention grabbing and vibrant. I highly recommend!
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